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At signalized intersections the red clearance interval has to be long 
enough to prevent accidents but not longer than necessary to ensure effi

cient traffic operations and encourage respect for the red indication. 
Because designers used a variety of methods to calculate clearance times, 

the association of Dutch traffic control engineers (Contactgroep Ver
keersregeitechnici Nederland) initiated the development of a generally 

applicable method. The resulting method is based on a driver behavior 
model that involves five parameters. In contrast to the suggested Insti

tute of Transportation Engineers CITE) method, it determines red clear

ance time for each ordered pair of conflicting streams depending on the 
distance of the entering and exi ting streams from the zone in which the 
two streams' paths overlap. The conflict zone method was calibrated by 

using field data collected at two intersections and was included in the 
1996 Dutch guidelines for traffic controllers. In comparison with the 

ITE-suggested method, which gives the exiting stream enough time to 

clear the entire intersection, the new method is sensitive to the sequence 
in which traffic streams appear in the cycle and tends to call for less clear
ance time, improving intersection capacity and reducing delay. This 

approach is especially beneficial in improving efficiency of intersections 
with actuated control. 

The vehicle signal change interval is "that period of time in a traffic 
signal cycle between conflicting green intervals" (1). This interval 
may consist of a yellow change interval only or both a yellow 
change interval and a red clearance interval (all-red interval). The 
red clearance interval is between the start of the red for one traffic 
stream and the start of the green fo r the succeeding conflicting 
stream. Although in the United States use of a red clearance inter
val is a matter of local policy, in the Netherlands the red clearance 
interval is always required. However, the applied lengths of red 
clearance intervals vary strongly in practice because of the lack of a 
generally accepted calculation method. For the United States, a sim
ilar situation is recognized by the Institute of Transportation Engi
neers (ITE) in its Publication IR-11S (2), which states that "there is 
currently no nationally recognized recommended practice for deter
mining the change interval length, although numerous publications 
provide guidance." 

To standardize the calculation of red clearance intervals, the asso
ciation of Dutch traffic control engineers (Contactgroep Verkeers
regeltechnici Nederland) in 1992 identified the need for a rational 
method grounded in both theory and observation of motorist behav-
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ior. In response, the Transportation Research Laboratory of the Delft 
University of Technology was funded by the national Ministry of 
Transport and the cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam to carry out 
the needed research to develop a new method, which was subse
quently accepted and published as a guideline by the Dutch Ministry 
of Transport (3). 

The new method leaves unchanged the guidelines regarding the 
yellow interval. The long-standing Dutch practice is to time the yel
low interval in order to avoid a dilemma zone, just as described in 
the 1994 ITE method (4) . The yellow-time formula is 

t = t, + V
appr (1) yellow 

2lad",1 

where 

I , = reaction time, 
v'PP' = approach speed (85 th-percentile approach speed is typically 

used), and 
adec = deceleration rate. 

However, this formula for yellow time demands a complementary 
formula for red clearance time, because the yellow-time formula is 
based on cars ' entering the intersection throughout the yellow inter
val. The formula developed follows the general Dutch practice of 
determining needed red clearance time for each paired sequence of 
conflicting traffic streams and comparing the travel time for both 
traffic streams to the point at which their paths conflict. The inno
vati ve aspect of the new method is how it deals with the danger 
posed by drivers who see the signal turn green before they come to 
a stop and therefore enter the intersection at greater speed than dri
vers who came to a standstill before the signal turned green. 

First, the driver behavior model is presented and from it the deriva
tion of an equation for necessary red clearance time. Next, data col
lected at two intersections are analyzed to estimate parameters of the 
model and to verify that it matches observed driver behavior. Finally, 
a brief comparison of the new method with current U.S. practice is 
offered and conclusions are drawn. 

NEW METHOD TO DETERMINE RED 
CLEARANCE TIME 

With the yellow-interval timing fOIIDu1a (Equation I) used by Dutch 
traffic control engineers and suggested by ITE, vehicles must be 
expected to enter the intersection (cross the stop line) during the 
entire yellow interval. The purpose of the red clearance interval is to 
ensure that traffic in the second stream can safely enter the inter
section without colliding with the last vehicle from the first stream. 
Clearance intervals are important for safety, but they also affect traf
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fic operations: they contribute to lost time and affect delays, queuing, 
and necessary cycle length. In principle, then, clearance times should 
be as small as possible while still allowing a traffic stream to safely 

follow a conflicting stream. 
ITE's suggested red clearance time is based on the principle that 

traffic in the entering stream should wait until a vehicle from the pre
vious stream that enters the intersection in the last moment of yellow 

completely clears the intersection ; that is, 

distance to clear intersection (2)
i dcarance speed 

The new approach (the conflict zone approach) is more precisely 
targeted. The Dutch practice of sU'eam-based vehicle-actuated traffic 
signal control requires that before a traffic stream can get a green indi
cation , it must satisfy clearance times for every proceeding conflict
ing traffic sU·eam. Red clearance times td=ance(i, j) must be supplied 
to the controller for each ordered pair of conflicting streams (i, j), 
where i is the index of the exiting stream andj is the index of the 

entering stream. 
As an example, several traffic streams at a typical intersection are 

shown in Figure 1. If traffic streams southbound through (SBThrough) 
and northbound through (NBThmugh) are followed by conflicting 
streams eastbound left (EBLen) and eastbound through (EBThrough), and 
if the exiting streams begin the red simultaneously, stream EBLen 
could not begin the green until clearance times tde=nce(SBThrough, EBLen) 
and tciearance(NBThmugh, EB Left) had both expired, and stream EBThrough 
could not begin the green until clearance times tdearanee(SBThmugh, 
EBn,wugh) and tciearance(NBThrough, EBThrough) had both expired. In prac
tice, differences in clearance times between stream pairs often 
mean that one entering traffic stream gets the green slightly before 

another. 
For a given ordered pair of conflicting movements, clearance time 

is based on the travel time of vehicles in the exiting and entering 
str~ams to that stream pair 's conflict z'one, the area within the inter
section where paths taken by vehicles in the two streams overlap. 
If Sexit equals the distance a vehicle in the exiting stream must travel 
from the stop line to fully clear the conflict zone (including the 
vehicle length, commonly taken to be 12 m so as to represent a 
truck) and if [.,it equals an exiting vehicle's travel time from the stop 
line to just beyond the conflict zone, similarly, Sentrunce equals the dis
tance from the stop line of the entering stream to the conflict zone 
and tentrance equals the amount of time the first vehicle from the enter-

t 
~ 

FIGURE 1 Traffi c streams and confli ct zones. 

ing movement needs to reach the conflict zone. To avoid a collision, 
the length of the red clearance interval, tdeamnce(i, j) , must be 

(3) 

In the interest of safety , the exit time should concem a relatively slow 
vehicle, whereas the entrance time should pertain to a fast vehicle. 

Figure I illustrates the importance of determining clearance time 
as a function of an ordered pair of streams. Considering the conflict 
zone between conflicting streams SBThrough and EBn>rough, one can see 
that EBThrough' S stop line is much closer to the conflict zone than is 
SBThrOugh'S . Consequently, if EBThrough is exiting while SBThrough is 
entering, little or no red clearance will be needed, because EBThrough 
vehicles have a considerable amount of time to clear the conflict 
zone before an SBThrough vehicle arrives. However, if SBTIuough runs 
first followed by EBn>rough, a considerable red clearance time will be 
needed because an EBn>rough vehicle could arrive very quickly at the 
conflict zone, well before the last SBThrough vehicle has cleared if it 
entered the intersection just at the end of the yellow. Stream EBThrough 
should be delayed by a red clearance interval. 

In the remainder of this paper, the stream indexes i andj will be 

suppressed. 

Determination of Exit Time 

The new method does not change the calculation of exit time, which 
is determined rather straightforwardly as 

St::\lt (4)
t r:;lUl 

Ve:u ( 

where Vexit equals the speed of a vehicle in the exit stream that 
crosses the stop line at the last moment of the yellow. Because such 
a vehicle was presumably unable to stop during the yellow inter- . 
val, its speed is unlikely to be below the average approach speed; 
nevertheless , a somewhat conservative value may still be used. 

However, no such generally accepted method existed for 

entrance time. 

Determination of Entrance Time 

In comparison with the calculation of exit times, the calculation of 
entrance times is more complex. For vehicles that decelerate to a 
standstill at the stop line before the light turns green, entrance time can 
be determined easily enough on the basis of an assumed acceleration 
trajectory. However, when a vehicle approaching the stop line has 
started to decelerate because the signal is red, but before it comes to 
a standstill the signal rums green, that vehicle can then begin to accel
erate and enter the intersection at some speed. Such a vehicle may well 
reach the conflict zone sooner than it would have if it had been stand
ing at the stop line when the signal turned green. Depending on the 
position and speed of the entering vehicle when the traffic signal 
turns green, the entrance time could differ. For safety, clearance time 
should be based on the smallest possible entrance time. 

To determine clearance time according to the complex situation 
just described, a model of driver behavior is required. The following 

model is used: 

• Dlivers (with no traffic ahead) approach the intersection with 

an approach speed vappr ' 
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• Seeing the red signal, drivers decelerate as late as possible with 
constant deceleration adec following a trajectory that, if uninterrupted, 
brings them to a standstill at the stop line. 

• When the signal turns green, drivers accelerate with the constant 
acceleration aacc until they reach the speed vmax . 

• A reaction time between the points when the light turns green 
and when acceleration begins may be taken into account. 

To obtain safe values for the clearance time, the parameters for 
the described model should represent a rather aggressive driver. 

Graphical Derivation of Minimum Entrance Time 

A vehicle is considered that faces a red signal as it approaches an 
intersection with speed v'ppr = SO kmIh, decelerating to a standstill at 
the stop line with adec = -3 mJs2 and then immediately accelerating 
at aacc = 2 mJs2 If reaction time is assumed to be zero, it would imply 
that the vehicle came to a stop at the moment the signal turned 
green; if reaction time tr is nonzero, it would imply that the signal 
turned green an interval tr before the vehicle came to a standstill. 
The vehicle's deceleration to a standstill is completed during that 
reaction time, and so acceleration begins an interval tr after the sig
nal turns green. The vehicle's trajectory is plotted as the solid line 
in Figure 2a, where distance s is shown on the horizontal axis , with 
s = 0 at the stop line, and time 1: is on the vertical axis. The origin of 
time, that is , 1: = 0, is placed at the moment of effective green, which 
is the moment of first possible acceleration, an interval tr after the 
signal turns green. It should be noted that sand 1: can be expressed 
as functions of each other. 

For a given distance to the conflict zone s = Sentrance, tentmnce(s) = 
1:(s) + tr. Because of the coordinate system used, it is convenient to 
define adjusted entrance time as entrance time minus reaction time; 
that is, 

(5) 

so that t:ntrance(s) = 1:(s) . 
Next, if the light turned green early enough during the vehicle ' s 

deceleration that the driver had time to react and then begin accel
erating before reaching the stop line, tx is defined as the time inter
val between the moment at which the vehicle's deceleration trajectory 
would have led to a standstill if uninterrupted and the moment of 
effective green (when the vehicle begins to accelerate) . For a vehi
cle that comes to a complete stop, tx is positi ve, and for a vehicle that 
never comes to a complete stop, tx is negative. The dashed line in 
Figure 2a represents the trajectory of a vehicle with tx = -1 .5 s. In 
comparison with the solid line, for which tx = 0, it can be seen that 
both vehicles start decelerating at the same distance from the stop 
line. Until the moment of effective green, the dashed curve com
pared with the solid curve is simply shifted vertically by -t." the 
difference between the start of effective green for the two cases. For 
both vehicles, adjusted entrance time for a given entrance distance 
S can simply be read from Figure 2a as t ~ntrance(s) = 1:(s). 

It can be seen in Figure 2a that for very small distances from the 
stop line, entrance time is smaller for the vehicle that comes to a 
standstill. For greater entrance distances, entrance time is smaller 
for the vehicle that passes the stop line with some speed. 

In Figure 2b, trajectories are drawn on the same coordinate sys
tem for a range of values of t , between 0 and -5 s, showing only 
the part of the trajectories occurring after the stop line. The upper 
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envelope of these trajectories represents the minimum adjusted 
entrance time for any entrance distance. The analytical derivation 
of the curve representing this envelope will be discussed next. 

Analytical Derivation of Minimum Entrance Time 

Again, a vehicle approaching an intersection, facing a red signal, and 
following the behavior model described previously is considered. 
The coordinate system will now be adjusted by placing the origin 
of time 1: at the moment when the approaching vehicle ' s trajectory 
would come to a stop at the stop line if that vehicle's deceleration 
is not interrupted by the signal's becoming green. 

If 1:8 is the start of the effective green (i .e ., the start of the green 
plus the reaction time), under the new coordinate system, 

(6) 

Because, in accordance with the driver model, the vehicle's trajec
tory during deceleration is heading for the point (s = 0, 1: = 0), its 
speed and position at time tx are given by 

(7) 

(8) 

Of course, because both tx and adec are negative, v(tx) is positive and 
s(tx) is negative. 

At the moment that 1: = t x> the vehicle begins to accelerate with 
constant acceleration aaoc . The vehicle ' s speed and acceleration at 
1: > (, are then given by 

V(1:ltJ = v(tJ + a,,,,, . (1: - tx) (9) 

(10) 

It should be noted that the vehicle's speed and location are 
independent of Vappn a parameter that turns out to be irrelevant. If 
Equations 7 and 8 are substituted into Equations 9 and 10, 

In the coordinate system being used, adjusted entrance time for a 
given entrance distance s is 

(13) 

If Equations 12 and 13 are combined, entrance distance can be 
expressed as the function 

Solving for adjusted entrance time (and taking the positive root), 

r:nu,nce(S, t ,) = -ad", ' tx + .Jr;· a~oe - a""c ' (ad'" t; - 2· s) (15) 
Oacc 

Figure 3 shows entrance times that follow from Equation 15 for 

several values of entrance distance S using the previously given 
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FIGURE 2 Entrance time derived from vehicle trajectories : [81 trajectories of two 
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acceleration values. It can be seen that the critical value of lx-the 
value that results in the minimum entrance time--differs for differ

. ent values of s. The critical value of Ix for a given value of s, found 
by taking the derivative of the expression in Equation 15 with 
respect to Ix> is 

.S 
t;,Critical (s) = - (16) ~a dec a acc 

Substituting into Equation 15 and solving yields the adjusted minimum 
entrance time for a given entrance distance: 

2 

Vrnax 


(19)ScriticuJ 

For values of S > Scriticah it can be shown that the minimum adjusted 
entrance time is given by 

max
t :nrrance(S) = 	__S _ + V (20) 

VmllX 2· (aacc - adec ) 

However, in practical intersection situations, entrance distances are 
unlikely to exceed S critic.l. 

(17) 

Equation 17 is plotted in Figure 4; it replicates the envelope shown 
in Figure 2b. 

Equation 17 does not yet take into account the limiting speed to 

which vehicles accelerate, Vmax • Because there is a limiting speed, the 
slope of the curve in Figure 4 should not exceed that of a vehicle 
running at speed Vmax> shown in Figure 4. There is therefore a criti
cal distance S after which Equation 17 is not valid; it can be found 
by solving 

(\8) 

which yields 

Summary of New Method 


In summary, clearance times can be calculated with the following 

equations: 


( clearance = (exit - [ entrance (round negative values up to 0) (3) 


t . = Sexil 
e:ot (4) 

Vexil 

2· S entrance 
[ entrance = t, + if Scntrance ~ Scritical (21) 

S entmnce V max 
[ emrance = I, + -- + ----"'=---- if S entrance > S Crilical (22 ) 

Vmax 2 · (aacc - adee) 

-
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These equations include five parameters of the driver behavior 
model: Vexi', t" a acc> adeo , and Vmax ' However, because the acceleration 
rates appear only in the form of the algebraic difference (aacc - adec) 
and because Vexi, only affects exit time, which is not part of the new 
entrance time model, there remain three independent parameters to 

calibrate. It was decided that reaction time should be set to zero in 
recognition of motorists who, being familiar with the intersection, 
might anticipate the start of the green and react with almost no 
delay, leaving two parameters to calibrate. One of them, Vmax> has 
little influence on the model's predictions for typical entrance dis
tances. So the chief calibration parameter is the difference in accel
erations, which can be seen as a measure of driver aggressiveness, 
because a high value is correlated with strong accelerations and 
decelerations. The data collection and analysis effort by which 
those parameters were estimated and the model was validated is 
described next. 

CALIBRATION TO FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

Field observations were carried out to establish whether the method's 
predictions are an acceptable approximation of how quickly drivers 
actually enter intersections and to calibrate the model 's parame
ters . Only the entrance time part of the clearance time determination 
method was considered because this part was newly developed and 
there already existed considerable experience with the exit time 

formula. 

Measurement Setup 

The analytical method yields minimum entrance time as a function 
of distance from the stop line; this function is the one sought to be 
observed. The general approach was to observe and plot trajectories 
of vehicles that were the first to enter the intersection on the start of 
the green. For any given distance, 2nd-percentile observed entrance 
times were used to calibrate the model, that is, entrance times for 
which 98% of the observed vehicles took longer to enter than that. 
There are two reasons for selecting such an extreme value: 

• As stated earlier, safety is enhanced by determining entrance 
time based on a relatively aggressive driver; and 

• The model predicts that for any given distance from the stop 
line s, a variety of entrance times will be observed depending on 
each vehicle's experienced value of t,,, with entrance time tending to 
be smaller for vehicles experiencing a value of t, close to the criti
cal value. Only a minority of the observations should be expected to 
have the value of tx that is favorable for a given entrance distance s. 

Trajectories were determined by measuring the moment at which 
vehicles passed 10 cross sections in a lOO-m section of road, begin
ning at the stop line. Passage moments were measured using infrared 
beams across the roadway that were interrupted by the wheels of 
passing vehicles. Detectors were placed closer together near the stop 
line because lower speeds were expected there. At some cross sec
tions detectors were placed I m apart in order to measure speed and 
wheelbase (distance between axles) as well as passage moment. 

Measurements were taken at two intersections, one in Delft and 

one in Haarlem. Both are cities of about 100,000 inhabitants located 
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rather low and is based on only two intersections, use of a locally cal
ibrated value is suggested. Absent that calibration, a value in the range 
of 2.5 to 3.0 m/s2 is suggested. 

COMPARISON OF NEW METHOD WITH 
EXISTING PRACTICE 

As mentioned earlier, the red clearance interval suggested by ITE 
is the time needed for the exiting vehicle to clear the entire inter
section (Equation 2). This formula can lead to red clearance inter
vals that are considerably longer than needed to accomplish their 
purpose of avoiding collision between entering and exiting streams, 
unnecessarily affecting operations and perhaps encouraging red-light 
running. This issue is recognized in ITE Publication IR -073 (4), but 
possible adjustments are discussed only qualitatively . Further, Pub
lication IR-073 addresses the choice of appropriate values for the 
two variables in Equation 2, but precise directions are not given. As a 
consequence, guidance for practitioners remains somewhat limited; 
however, it is clearly stated that it "does not constitute a recommended 
practice" (4). 

To illustrate the conflict zone method for detertnining clearance 
time and contrast it to the ITE approach, the intersection in Figure l 
is considered. Each leg is assumed to have two through lanes, a left
tum lane, and two receiving lanes , all 3.5 m wide; a central median 
of 2.5 m; and a stop line set back 3 m from the first lane to allow 
for the crosswalk and planting strip. Overall distance is 20 m from 
the stop line to the edge of the opposite curb . Left turns are pro
tected. Approach speed is taken to be 14 m/s (50 kmlh) for through 
movements and 10 mls (36 km/h) for left turns. The difference in 
accelerations is taken to be 2.8 mls2 Vehicle length is assumed to 
be 12 m with the conflict zone method and 5 m with the ITE method 
(this difference favors the ITE method). 

First, the conflict zone approach is used to show the impact on 
clearance 'time of stream sequence. Two cases are examined: lagging 
left and leading left. For lagging left, the sequence ofcritical conflicts 
(conflicts that demand the most clearance time) is SBThrough-NB Left
EBThrough-WBLeft-SBTIu-ough' For leading left, the critical sequence is 
NBLeft-SBTIu-ough-EBLeft-WBTIu-ough-NBLeft. Because of the symmetry in 
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this example, clearance time for the full cycle is simply twice the 
clearance time needed for the first two changes. 

Necessary red clearance times for the a1ternati ve sequence schemes 
are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that lagging lefts demand almost 
no clearance time (0.4 s per cycle), whereas leading lefts require 
4.6 s per cycle. This difference is significant in traffic operations. 
Using the sequence that requires a greater amount of clearance time 
may require a longer cycle, increasing vehicle delay; it will also dimin
ish intersection capacity by 4% to 6%, depending on cycle length, 
further increasing vehicle delay. 

Also shown in Table I is the amount of red clearance time 
demanded by the ITE method. Regardless of sequence (leading 
or lagging), 8.2 s of red clearance is needed per cycle. Compared 
with the conflict zone method with an efficient sequence, the ITE 
approach reduces capacity by 8% to 12%, depending on cycle length. 
Even more extreme is the difference in recommended cycle length 
fo llowing Webster's cycle length formula: 

1.5Clost time) + 5

Cycle length = -------- 


I - (sum of critical vi s) 

in which lost time is the sum of lost times between critical approaches. 
Assuming 3 s of start-up lost time for each of the four critical 
approaches, lost time is (12 + 0.4) in the conflict zone method with 
lagging lefts and (12 + 8.4) in the ITE method, regardless of sequence. 
As a result, the ITE method results in a Webster cycle length that is 
51 % longer than the more efficient sequence using the conflict zone 
method for detertnining clearance time, which implies substantially 
greater average vehicle delay. 

As this example shows, the ITE approach can be quite inefficient, 
consuming considerably more capacity than needed because it treats 
the entire intersection as a conflict zone. The fact that the ITE method 
suggests the same clearance time regardless of stream sequence 
ignores the clearly greater risk ofcollision.from a leading-left sequence 
(assuming that there was no red clearance time) compared wi th that 
from a lagging-left sequence. This is only one example of how stream 
sequence should affect clearance time. The unnecessarily long clear
ance times that result from the ITE method may also undermine 
efforts to control red-light running. 

TABLE 1 Red Clearance Needs for Lagging Left, Leading Left, and ITE Method 

Exit Enter S-exit S-entrance T-exit T-enter T-clear 
Stream Stream (m) (m) (s) (5) (5) 

Lagging Left (Conflict Zone Method) 

SBT NBL 22 20 1.57 3.78 0 
NBL WBT 32 13 3.20 3.05 0.2 
Half-cycle total 0.2 
Cycle total 0.4 

Leading Left (Conflict Zone Method) 
NBL SBT 33 4 3.30 1.69 1.7 
SBT EBL 28 3 2.00 1.46 0.6 
Half-cycle total 2.3 

Cycle total 4.6 

ITE Method 
thru (n/a) 28 2.00 2.0 
left (n/a) 21 2.10 2.1 
Half-cycle total 4.1 

Cycle total 8.2 

• 
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CONCLUSIONS 

A new method to determine clearance times based on avoiding 
conflicts between exiting and entering traffic streams is presented. 
The main focus was on the calculation of entrance times. A sim
ple driver model was constructed that involves a limited number of 
parameters. Field observations showed that although some differ
ences existed, good correspondence between the model and measured 
clearance times was achieved. Further, this correspondence was found 
for two signalized intersections with rather different control strategies . 
Specifically, it seems that for the parameter (aacc - adoc) , a value of 
2.5 to 3.0 m/s2 can be recommended. Further empirical research is 
recommended to test the applicability of that value to other inter
sections and to current times, since the original measurements were 
made approximately 10 years ago. 

Compared with the ITE method of calculating red clearance time, 
the conflict zone method is more realistic, better reflecting inter
section geometry and control sequence. It considers the traffic oper
ations at intersections in more detail and takes into account both the 
exit and the entrance time. These considerations lead to realistic 

clearance times that are safe but not too large, which is important for 
efficiency and for promoting respect for traffic laws. At the same 
time, the method is not complex. It requires a limited number of 
parameters, which are easy to interpret and which can be calibrated 
to local conditions by field measurements. 
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